ABSTRACT. The paper starts from the suggestion of R. E. Kalman that additional information on nonlinearity slope may improve the sufficient conditions for absolute stability. This leads to the so called systems with augmented dynamics. Motivated also by the problem of the PIO II aircraft oscillations-self sustained oscillations induced by the saturation nonlinearities, which are both sector and slope restricted-the paper considers a generalization of the Yakubovich criterion to the case of the systems with critical and unstable linear part. The same generalization concerns a quite well known stability criterion where only slope restrictions are taken into account: the published version is improved by using all advantages of the Liapunov method and of the frequency domain stability inequalities. The results are illustrated by several applications.
Physical and engineering motivation
In a standard control system the basic structure is a feedback system, e.g., Fig. 1 , where the linear subsystem denoted by H a (s) accounts for the controlled plant while the subsystem denoted by H c (s) accounts for the controller; H a (s) and H c (s) are the transfer functions of the subsystems; they are associated to the descriptions by forced (controlled) linear ordinary differential equations with constant coefficients in a standard way, e.g., [15] and we skip other explanation.
This feedback structure is rather general. In such an important application as the problem of PIO-P(ilot) I(n-the-loop) O(scillations) the subsystem H a (s) accounts for airframe dynamics while H c (s) accounts for pilot dynamics (the dynamics of a human operator). We continue with this rather special application because it is extremely relevant for our way of problem development. The structure of Fig. 1 describes a linear system which corresponds to PIO I case when the entire structure is linear and self sustained oscillations occur for a pair of purely imaginary eigenvalues of the overall system. There are however PIO cases when the frequency of the oscillations does not coincide with some possible purely imaginary eigenvalues of the linear system. Such real case data point to nonlinear phenomena and the simplest approach is to consider saturation of the actuators or, as it is better known by aircraft engineers and pilots, onset of position and rate limiters. The saturation functions are displayed in Fig. 2 while the structure with rate limiter is shown in Fig. 3 . This is called PIO II [1] . A simple examination of the graphics of Fig. 2 shows that these functions are sector restricted, i.e., belong to the class described by Fig. 4. 
Problem statement. Approaches and extensions
A. Following the line of the previous section we start from the structure of Fig. 3 . Consider that the linear subsystems denoted by their transfer functions H a (σ) and H c (σ) are the standard ones in Control Theory, i.e., described by rational functions which are strictly proper for H a (σ) and at most proper for H c (σ):
where ∂(·) denotes the polynomial degree. We consider the state representations of the two transfer functionṡ
Obviously, this system belongs to the class described bẏ
with suitable notations. By writinġ
we obtain a systemic form for (10) which corresponds to the general structure of Fig. 5 . The nonlinear function φ(·) is assumed to be as in Fig. 4 hence it is subject to the basic sector restrictions
We are now in position to state, for the sake of completeness. ÈÖÓ Ð Ñ (Absolute stability)º Given the system (10), find conditions on (A, b, c, ϕ,φ) in order that the zero equilibrium of the system, i.e., the identically zero solution, should be globally asymptotically stable for all nonlinear functions satisfying (12).
It is worth mentioning, once more, that the absolute stability property is a robust stability property in the sense that it is valid for an entire class of nonlinear functions-defined by (12)-and not for a specific one: in fact the stability conditions contain only information about the linear part and the sector where the nonlinear functions are confined-see (11) also (12) .
B. Along its almost 70 years of history (the first reference is considered to be from 1942-see the reference list of [17] two basic methods asserted themselves: a) the direct method of Liapunov via a Liapunov function of the form "quadratic form plus integral of the nonlinear function"
b) the method of the Popov like frequency domain inequality:
whereκ(σ) = c * (σI − A) −1 b is the transfer function of the linear part of (10) and the stability multiplier Z(σ) is defined in the case of the standard Popov criterion by
(The P(roportional) D(erivative) multiplier, see [15] ).
It is now a well established fact that the two approaches are equivalent in the sense that finding of H (Hermitian matrix) and θ (a real parameter) in (13) ensuring the required properties of V requires solution of certain Linear Matrix Inequalities. At their turn these Linear Matrix Inequalities can be solved if and only if (14) holds with Z(σ) defined by (15) .
The previous considerations indicate also the ways of extending these results to other classes of systems. The extensions may be performed in two ways. The first one concerns the extension of the class of linear blocks; the first step here is to consider time delay blocks of the forṁ
or even more general (several delays, distributed delays, delayed input, delayed output etc.). Since such a linear system can be given an integral form using the Cauchy formula of the variations of parameters, an even more general system than (16) would be an integral one, having one of the forms below
or even the "anticipative" (non-causal) system
All these linear systems have in common one feature-the "continuous time", i.e., the independent variable t ∈ R. But various applications such as computer control, digital signal modulation a.o. provide also discrete time systems such as
and its "integral" counterparts
It is exactly the discrete time case that offers a first motivation for restricting the class of nonlinear functions. Namely the inequality of (14) type can be obtained only for Z(σ) ≡ const (the so called Tsypkin like criterion [14] ); if the discrete analogue of (15) is required (the so called Jury-Lee criterion), then it is necessary to have φ(ν) non decreasing [14] .
Another motivation for considering additional restrictions for the nonlinear functions in the sector (12) has been suggested long ago in a paper of R. E. K a l m a n published in 1957 (see [14] for the exact reference): by making the class of sector restricted functions more narrow, it is possible to make the stability sector larger.
This idea deserves additional explanation. Among the functions confined in the sector we count the linear ones also. Were only these functions the ones for which absolute stability is required, the absolute stability would become a standard linear stability problem with a maximal stability sector (ϕ,φ). Consideration of nonlinear functions for the (global) stability requirement enlarges the class of sector restricted functions; while this would imply a more narrow stability sector, it has been conjectured by M. A. A i z e r m a n in 1948 (see, e.g., [8] ) that the absolute stability sector would coincide with the linear ("Hurwitz") one. This conjecture which holds for the first order systems, is disproved even for the second order ones in some special cases and there exists a celebrated counter-example of V. A. P l i s s from 1958 which is of the third order. In the above mentioned paper Kalman conjectured that the linear and absolute stability sectors possibly coincide for sector and slope restricted nonlinearities (since the linear functions are both sector and slope restricted). The Kalman conjecture was also disproved but it turned to be true for all the third order systems while for larger order counter examples may be constructed in an algorithmic way [3] .
As an outcome of the above issues, there were considered monotone, oddmonotone, globally Lipschitz and slope restricted nonlinear functions which were also sector confined.
C. Like in the discrete time case, the restriction of the admissible class of nonlinear functions allowed an extension of the class of multipliers Z(σ). We give below some examples of such multipliers:
• the Brockett-Willems multiplier [9] 
• the P(roportional) I(ntegral) multiplier [22] 
• the Baker-Desoer multiplier [2]
whereς(σ) is the Laplace transform of some non-positive function ς ∈ L 1 (0, ∞) and such that 1 +ς(0) > 0.
• the Zames-Falb multiplier [24] Z ZF (σ) =
Remark that the last two multipliers may not be rational functions.
The stability inequalities for each type of multiplier are obtained under specific assumptions and with a specific design task: this means that a definite type of multiplier may be helpful in some cases and harmful in other ones. We do not insist on this matter but consider a definite case.
The Yakubovich multiplier and its versions
Our starting point will be system (10) with φ(ν) subject to the sector inequalities (12) . As we already mentioned in the previous section, obtaining a frequency domain stability inequality with some kind of multiplier requires some additional restriction on the class of nonlinear functions (the only exception seems to be the Popov multiplier; however the sector restriction (12) may be satisfied by some time varying nonlinear function but in this case there is no multiplier; therefore time invariance is a restriction for the Popov multiplier).
Therefore we shall consider the slope restriction
and assume as in [23] that ϕ = 0. The frequency domain stability inequality is
for some real numbers τ i , where τ 1 ≥ 0, τ 3 ≥ 0. If this condition holds for τ 1 = 0, we may multiply by ω −2 and with the choice τ 3 =ν −1 the inequality (27) becomes
Obviously, this frequency domain inequality incorporates only slope information about the nonlinear function. If additionally ν = 0 in (26), then (28) may be written as
thus obtaining the PI multiplier. Under this form the frequency domain inequality appears in [22] , [12] . The same condition has been also reported in [5] , i.e., earlier than [22] . We mention also that unlike [22] the paper [12] deals with several nonlinear elements; with respect to this it was preceded by [13] , whose aim was to give more convincing proofs than in [22] but within the framework of several nonlinear elements and beyond the standard case with A, a Hurwitz matrix.
If we leave aside these various frameworks (different sectors, single/several nonlinear function(s), non-Hurwitz matrix A) and focus on the standard framework (single nonlinear function, Hurwitz matrix A, ϕ = ν = 0), then the same frequency domain inequality (29) may be obtained, but under different additional (technical) assumptions. This might be considered just a matter of researcher's technique but it is in fact connected with a basic choice-the way of associating an augmented system. Without discussing the general analysis of [4] , we shall describe briefly each case above.
In [23] the augmented system was defined by the state variables
what sends to the n + 1 dimensional systeṁ
Obviously this system has the prime integral
hence its dimension may be reduced by one; moreover if the solutions of (31) are viewed on the invariant set ζ + φ(c * z) ≡ 0-suggested by (30)-then z(t) ≡ x(t) provided z(0) = x(0). This extended system was considered in [7] for the case of several nonlinear functions.
Consider now the approach of [5] ; here the new state variables are
and unlike (30) here z =ẋ. From here the following is obtaineḋ
If det A = 0, then we may compute c
with the prime integral
The third approach of [22] , [12] is based on "differentiating the initial system"; this means,
hence
Not only that (30) are the simplest in defining the new state variables but also the "return" to the basic system (10) via the associated prime integral generating a family of invariant sets is much simpler. This suggests, especially when thinking to the assumption det A = 0 that slope restrictions are taken into account in a more natural way if considered together with the sector restrictions.
Two frequency domain criteria for absolute stability: a comparison
We shall state first the Yakubovich type criterion for the single nonlinearity case, in a very general framework for the sectors, slope restrictions and non--Hurwitz matrix A. Ì ÓÖ Ñ 1º Consider the system (10) under the following assumptions: i) it is non-degenerate, i.e., (A, b) is a controllable pair and (c * , A) is an observable pair; ii) the C 1 -function φ : R → R is subject to the sector conditions (12) and slope restrictions (26); iii) the system is minimally stable, i.e., there exists a linear function φ(ν) =φν withφ ∈ [ϕ,φ] ⊆ [ν,ν] such that A − bφc * is a Hurwitz matrix.
Suppose there exist the real nonnegative numbers τ ≥ 0, β ≥ 0 and the real number θ such that the following frequency domain stability inequality holds for all ω ≥ 0
Moreover, the following alternative is valid. If A is hyperbolic, i.e., it has no eigenvalues on the imaginary axis ıR, then (40) is strict including for ω → ∞ while the sector conditions (12) and the slope restrictions (26) are non strict; if A has some eigenvalues on ıR, i.e., system (10) is in a critical case, then (40) is non strict while (12) and (26) are strict; also in this last case, if τ = 0, then 1 + ϕκ(0) 1 +φκ(0) > 0.
SLOPE RESTRICTED NONLINEARITIES
Assume also that the following condition is fulfilled
Then system (10) is absolutely stable, i.e., its equilibrium at 0 is globally asymptotically stable for all functions in the corresponding admissible class, i.e., subject to (12), (26) and (41).
As we already mentioned, in the case of Theorem 1 the slope restrictions are taken into account in a more natural way, together with the sector restrictions. The proof of Theorem 1 follows from the main result of [20] , where the case of several nonlinearities is considered, and will not be reproduced here. We shall point out however that this proof makes use of both sector and slope restrictions. Consequently, even if the sector information may be eliminated from the frequency domain inequality-see (28)-they remain present in defining the class of nonlinear functions for which absolute stability is valid.
We recall now the short note [22] where it had been stated that the proposed criterion (with PI multiplier) incorporated slope information only; this meant that this information only was present both in the frequency domain inequality and in defining the class of nonlinear functions for which absolute stability was valid (unlike the criterion of Theorem 1).
Since the proofs of [22] were far from convincing, an attempt was made in [13] to "fill the gap"; at the same time some generalizations were considered there: several nonlinear elements, unitary treatment of stable, critical and unstable cases, the set of prime integrals of the type (39). The stability criterion thus obtained displays however another drawback: the class of nonlinear functions depends on the numbersφ i -φ in the single nonlinearity case-ensuring minimal stability.
For this reason we shall reconsider here the main result of [13] , more precisely the single nonlinearity case of [16] and eliminate the dependence onφ. The result reads as follows. -function φ : R → R is subject to the slope restrictions (26); iii) the system is minimally stable, i.e., there exists a linear function φ(ν) =φν withφ ∈ [ν,ν] such that A − bφc * is a Hurwitz matrix. Suppose there exist τ ≥ 0 and some real number θ such that the following frequency domain stability inequality holds for all ω ≥ 0
Also the following alternative is valid. If A is hyperbolic, i.e., it has no eigenvalues on the imaginary axis ıR, then (42) is strict including for ω → ∞ while the slope restrictions (26) are non strict; if A has some eigenvalues on ıR, i.e., system (10) is in a critical case, then (42) is non strict while (26) are strict; also, if in both cases the Left Hand Side of (42) is identical to a constant or in the last case, τ = 0, then 1 + νκ(0) 1 +νκ(0) > 0. Assume also that (41) is fulfilled. Then system (10) is absolutely stable, i.e., its equilibrium at 0 is globally asymptotically stable for all functions in the corresponding admissible class, i.e., subject to (26) and (41).
The two theorems have a lot in common but it is worth mentioning some differences. The first assumption is rather technical: if we want to eliminate the controllability assumption on (A, b), then a certain necessary assumption on the uncontrollable spectrum in order to apply the Yakubovich-Kalman-Popov lemma will prevent A to have no zero eigenvalue. Also the condition c * A −1 b =κ(0) = 0 is technical, i.e., it is imposed by the proof technique.
Due to the novelty of this result with respect to [13] , [16] -in fact it is a genuine improvement-a sufficiently detailed proof is given in the Appendix.
Some examples
A. We shall borrow an application from [7] . Consider the third order differential equation
where φ : R → R is a C 1 function. We want to obtain the maximal sector and/or the maximal slope restriction domain, i.e., to solve the so called Kalman problem.
If φ(ν) = α 2 ν then the Hurwitz condition reads α 2 > α 0 /α 1 . Let φ(ν) = (α 0 /α 1 )ν + ψ(ν); system (43) becomes
which may be written as (10) with
The transfer function of the linear part is
Sinceκ(0) = 0 only Theorem 1 can be applied. Due to the condition α 2 > α 0 /α 1 the Hurwitz sector for (44) is (0, ∞). The frequency domain inequality is deduced from (40) as below
Without any loss of generality we may choose τ = 1. The choice
) is compulsory to simplify α 1 − ω 2 which might otherwise induce a change of sign at ω = √ α 1 . It follows that
which gives
Obviously the final choice β/ν > 1/α 0 ensures fulfilment of the above inequality forφ > 0 andν > 0 arbitrarily large (but nevertheless finite).
B. Consider now the third order differential equation [6] , [18] 
Re-writing the system by introducing −φ(ν) = (α 0 − α 1 α 2 )ν + f (ν) we obtain
and we may apply Theorem 2 in the critical case with ν = 0, τ = 1/ν:
and the only choice to simplify α 1 −ω 2 is θ = −α 2 < 0; in this way the LHS of (49) reduces to a strictly positive constant. The additional condition of Theorem 2 in this case will giveν < α 1 α 2 . Stability is thus ensured for any φ(y) satisfying 0 < φ ′ (y) < α 1 α 2 hence for any f (y) subject to −α 0 < f ′ (y) < α 1 α 2 − α 0 and to (41) in the case θ < 0. In this way a result of [21, Satz 4.15, p. 320] even with a slight generalization since now we have α 0 = 0 unlike in [21] .
C. Consider now the fourth order differential equation
The Hurwitz conditions for the fourth degree polynomial
This equation may be given the form (10) with
and the transfer functioñ
having two poles on ıR and two other in C − . We may apply again Theorem 2 in the critical case with ν = 0, τ = 1/ν. After some tedious manipulation that we do not reproduce here we find the unique choice θ = (2γ − αβ)α −2 to simplify the factor γ − αω 2 ) that might produce a change of sign and to obtain finally
We do not reproduce the final form of the maximally large slope restrictions since this is just a matter of elementary manipulation.
Some conclusions and future challenge
Throughout the paper a critical analysis has been performed concerning the role of certain stability multipliers that are introduced when slope restrictions for the nonlinear functions are taken into account. Only the single nonlinearity case was considered. The main result of the paper appears to be Theorem 2 where some non-negligible errors of the previous papers [13] , [16] , [18] have been corrected. Consequently, the results concerning some applications of [18] were sensibly improved. The future research on this type of multiplier arising from the idea of considering the slope information only aims to the case of several nonlinear elements and to the extension to the case of the integral equations. The improvement of this stability criterion for the case of several nonlinear elements should provide an improvement on the conditions of a "good" qualitative behavior for such important applications as neural networks (see [19] ). and the integral index
where the quadratic form F o (µ, z, η) is as follows
Here τ ≥ 0 and θ ∈ R are those of the frequency domain inequality (42) of Theorem 2. Following [15] we shall consider (56)- (58) as having complex coefficients A, b, c and complex arguments µ, z, η. Therefore F o is extended to complex values of its arguments as follows
and the asterisk denotes transpose and complex conjugation or just transpose in the case of vectors and matrices with real entries. Following [15] we associate to (56) and (59) the characteristic function of two complex variables
whereκ(σ) = c * (σI − A) −1 b is the transfer function of the linear block in (11) andκ(λ) =κ(λ). It has also to be mentioned that ifν = ∞, then
Let (42) hold for some τ ≥ 0, θ ∈ R. It is easily seen that the LHS of (42) is exactlyχ o (−ıω, ıω), hence we haveχ o (−ıω, ıω) ≥ 0. We are thus in position to apply positiveness theorem [15, Chapter 3] , for single input systems. According to this theorem, ifχ o (−ıω, ıω) ≥ 0, then there exist a scalar γ o , a n-vector w o and a Hermitian n × n matrix H o such that along the solutions of (56), (57), (59) the following expression of χ o (0, t) is valid
(From the conditions of the problem it follows that since θ is real, c * A −1 b must be such).
If (42) is strict (> 0) including ω → ∞, then there will exist some ε > 0 sufficiently small such that
Thus the positiveness theorem may be applied to a modified Popov system with
to find a scalar γ ε , a n-vector w ε and a n × n hermitian matrix H ε such that B. We shall write now the second form of χ ε (0, t) and χ o (0, t), respectively. Letx(t) be some solution of (10) . Starting from this solution we defineẑ(t) and η(t) in (53); these functions will verify (54) and also (55) with the constant equal to 0, as already mentioned. Choosing µ(t) = −φ ′ η(t) c * ẑ (t) in (56), the solution z(t), η(t) of (56) will coincide withẑ(t),η(t) and this is valid for any If the frequency domain inequality (42) is non-strict (≥ 0), equality (68) takes the form arising from letting ε → 0. Previous considerations suggest the state function
subject to
The state functions V ε and V o are candidate Liapunov functions if considered along the solutions of (10), i.e., by making use of (53). We shall have first
hence the derivative of V ε along the solutions of (10) vanishes on the equilibria set only-here the singleton {0}.
In the second case the derivative of V o along the solutions of (10) vanishes surely on the set where c * z = 0 hence for η = const,ż = Az. Since (c * , A) is an observable pair, it follows that the derivative of V o along the solutions of (10) also vanishes on the equilibria set of (10)-here the singleton {0}.
D.
We search now a sign condition for the candidate Liapunov function itself. Let φ(ν) =φν whereφ is that of Theorem 2 hence A − bφc * is a Hurwitz and, therefore, non-singular matrix. For this case the candidate Liapunov function becomes a quadratic form
and since Aφ = A − bφc * is nonsingular, the derivative 
eigenvalues on ıR andχ o (−ıω, ıω) ≥ 0 only then (81) shows thatχ õ ϕ (−ıω, ıω) ≥ 0 also.
We assert now that (10) is exponentially stable for all linear functions φ(ν) = ϕν where ν ≤φ ≤ν or ν <φ <ν. This assertion is proved by contradiction: assume there exists someφ ∈ [ν,ν] orφ ∈ (ν,ν) and some ω 0 ∈ R such that det(ıω 0 I − A + bφc * ) = det ıω 0 I − Aφ + b(φ −φ)c * = det(ıω 0 I − Aφ) 1 + (φ −φ)κφ(ıω 0 ) = 0.
Since Aφ is a Hurwitz matrix we deduce 1 + (φ −φ)κφ(ıω 0 ) = 0. If this equality is taken into account in (79) theñ
The equality is possible only for non-strict slope restrictions if τ > 0, but in this case the frequency domain inequality is strict for all ω including at ∞; the contradiction is obtained. In the critical cases, when the slope restrictions are strict and τ > 0, (82) is strict but this contradicts the non-strict frequency domain inequality of opposite type.
We have still to discuss some "limit" cases: τ = 0 and/or the frequency domain characteristic is constant for all ω. In all these cases ℑmκ(ıω) = 0 for all ω except ω = 0 hence 1+(φ−φ)κφ(ıω 0 ) = 0 if ω 0 = 0. But in this case we cannot have 1 + (φ −φ)κφ(0) = 0 because of the assumption 1 + νκ(0) 1 +νκ(0) > 0.
In this way we obtained that (72) and (73) hold for all linear functions subject to the slope restrictions. Since the interval of the slope restrictions is compact, δ ε and δ o may be chosen independent of ϕ to find
We can now proceed as follows: substitute in W 
which allows application of the following Liapunov like lemma of [10] .
Ä ÑÑ º Consider the system of ordinary differential equations in the general formẋ = f (x), dim x = dim f = n.
Any constant vector c satisfying f (c) = 0 is called a stationary vector; the set of all stationary vectors is called stationary set. Assume there exists a continuous
